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Introduction

On 4 October 2013, the Financial Services Board
(FSB) released the Technical Specifications of the
third South African Solvency Assessment and
Management (SAM) Quantitative Impact Study
(QIS3).

QIS3 is more focused than QIS2 and so tests
fewer alternatives; however, there are still some
areas where additional information is required
to assist the FSB in the final development
stages of the SAM process.

The purpose of QIS3 is to enable insurers and
reinsurers to test their readiness and progress
towards, and assess the possible capital needed
under Pillar 1 for the new SAM regime to be
implemented by January 2016. It also gives the
industry the opportunity to comment on the
proposed capital requirements and technical
provisions and the underlying methodologies.

QIS3 needs to be completed on both a solo
basis (by 30 April 2014) and a group basis
where the insurer forms part of an insurance
group (by 14 May 2014).

QIS3 follows on from the QIS1 and QIS2 exercises
which were carried out by companies on a
voluntary basis during 2011 and 2012. QIS3 serves
as the final QIS before the implementation of SAM,
and it is compulsory for all insurers, reinsurers and
insurance groups to complete the exercise.
Companies are permitted to select their own QIS3
reporting date, taking into account the availability
of information and resources; however, the
reporting date should not be before 31 December
2012. The QIS3 results do not need to be audited.

The FSB has provided a detailed and
comprehensive Technical Specifications
document that sets out guidance on the
methodology to be followed in completing
QIS3. In this document, we have attempted
to provide you with a concise summary of the
Technical Specifications and have highlighted
the main changes from QIS2 to QIS3.
For more extensive detail and explanations on
the underlying principles and methodologies,
please feel free to contact us directly, using the
details at the end of this document.

The following important timelines apply:
30 April 2014
QIS3 solo submission

Prior to 2013
QIS1

H1 2013

QIS2

H2 2013

H1 2014

31 July 2014
FSB QIS3 report

14 May 2014
QIS3 group submission

H2 2014

H1 2015

H2 2015

H1 2016

H2 2016

QIS3

Interim Measures for Pillar 1 for Non-Life insurers

Interim Measures for Pillar 2 and Groups*
Light
parallel run
Comprehensive parallel run
Full SAM implementation
*The implementation of Interim Measures for Pillar 2 and Groups will largely depend on when the Insurance Laws Amendment Bill (ILAB) becomes effective. At the time of
publication the ILAB was still in the public consultation and parliamentary process, and was expected to become effective by earliest 2014 Q2.
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Balance sheet

The QIS3 balance sheet is illustrated
in the following diagram:

Ancillary
own funds

Basic
own
funds

The SCR is the level above at which there is
no supervisory intervention and which gives
the minimum requirement for a company to
operate as a going-concern. The SCR may be
calculated using a standard formula or, subject
to prior supervisory approval, an insurer’s
internal model, or a combination of the two
methods.

SCR
MCR
Other
liabilities
RM

Assets
backing
liabilities

BE
&
RM

BE

The Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR)
reflects the Value-at-Risk of the basic own
funds at a 99.5% confidence level over
a one-year period (i.e. to ensure that the
company will have sufficient capital available to
absorb a 1-in-200-year type loss event).

TP

The Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR)
represents the absolute minimum level to
protect policyholders. The MCR can be seen
as the final threshold that could trigger the
ultimate supervisory measures in the event that
it is breached. The MCR is calculated using a
linear formula and must fall between 25% and
45% of the SCR.

Hedgeable Non- hedgeable

Assets and liabilities should be valued on an
economic, market-consistent basis.
Own funds refer to the “capital sources” of a
company and consist of basic own funds and
ancillary own funds:
• Basic own funds are defined as the excess
of assets over liabilities plus subordinated
liabilities less any exclusions as set out in the
Technical Specifications.
• Ancillary own funds are off-balance sheet
capital resources that can be called upon to
absorb losses, for example letters of credit and
guarantees.
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Technical provisions (TP) should be calculated
on a best estimate basis and should reflect
the probability-weighted average of future
cash flows, having regard to the time value of
money. It should consist of a best estimate
(BE) and a risk margin (RM), which could be
calculated separately or as a whole. This will
depend on whether the cash flows underlying
the liabilities can be reliably replicated by using
financial instruments. If this is the case then the
liabilities are said to be hedgeable; otherwise
they are categorised as non-hedgeable
liabilities.
Details of each of the above items are further
discussed in the relevant sections of this
document.
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Assets and liabilities other than
technical provisions
Companies should use an economic, marketconsistent approach when valuing their assets
and liabilities:
• Assets should be valued at the amount for
which they could be exchanged between
knowledgeable willing parties in an arm’s
length transaction.
• Liabilities should be valued at the amount for
which they could be transferred, or settled,
between knowledgeable willing parties in an
arm’s length transaction.
The valuation of all assets and liabilities other
than technical provisions should be carried out,
unless otherwise stated, in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS). The values used for IFRS reporting are
therefore considered a suitable proxy to the
extent that they reflect the economic valuation
principles of SAM.
The use of the mark-to-market approach,
which relates to quoted market prices in active
markets, is the default valuation approach.

SAM vs IFRS:
On 20 June 2013 the IASB
published its revised exposure draft
ED/2013/7 on Insurance Contracts
and requested comments from the
industry which were due on
25 October 2013. The effective
date of the final standard is
approximately three years from the
date of its publication, planned for
H2 2014.
It is advisable for companies to
keep up to date with the latest
developments under IFRS and other
regulatory requirements, since this
may affect the future developments
of SAM.

Where quoted market prices are not available,
mark-to-model techniques should be used
(i.e. valuation techniques which have to be
benchmarked, extrapolated or otherwise
calculated as far as possible from market inputs).
Assets and liabilities are valued according to a
going-concern basis.
Recoverables from reinsurers and special purpose
vehicles (SPVs) are shown as an asset on the
balance sheet, rather than as a reduction in
gross liabilities. Such recoveries should allow for
the expected losses due to counterparty default.
No changes have been made to assets and
liabilities other than tax and technical provisions
from QIS2 to QIS3.
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Technical provisions
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General principles

Negative technical provisions

• The technical provisions should represent the
current amount a company would have to pay
in order to transfer its insurance obligations
immediately to another party.
• It should be equal to the sum of a best
estimate amount and a risk margin. These two
elements can either be valued separately or as
a whole.
• The best estimate should correspond to the
probability-weighted average of future cash
flows for existing business only.
• The best estimate should take into account
the time value of money by using the relevant
risk-free interest rate term structure (as set out
in the Technical Specifications).
• Gross amounts should be calculated separately
from amounts recoverable from reinsurance
contracts and SPVs.
• Premium and claims provisions should be
calculated separately for non-life insurance
obligations:
--Premium provisions relate to claim events
occurring after the valuation date and during
the remaining in-force period.
--Claims provisions relate to claim events
having occurred before or at the valuation
date – whether the claims arising from these
events have been reported or not. This
should comprise all future claim payments as
well as claims administration expenses.
• For life insurance obligations cash flows
should be performed on a policy-by-policy
basis, but reasonable actuarial methods and
approximations may be used. Certain criteria
must be met before using suitable model points.
• Insurers should identify and allow for the value
of financial guarantees and any contractual
options included in the policies when they
calculate technical provisions.
• Future discretionary benefits such as cash-back
bonuses and other loyalty benefits should also
be taken into account when calculating the
technical provisions.

• Life insurers: It is acceptable for insurers to
hold negative technical provisions in certain
instances (e.g. for some individual contracts)
as set out in the Technical Specifications
(TP.17.13).
• Non-life insurers: It is acceptable for insurers
to hold a negative premium provision (e.g.
when future cash in-flows exceed future cash
out-flows).
Segmentation
Technical provisions should be segmented into
homogeneous risk groups, and as a minimum
by the lines of business specified in the Technical
Specifications (see “Segmentation” section for
mapping from QIS2 to QIS3).
Recoverables
• Recoverables from reinsurers and SPVs should
be calculated separately from the gross
amounts and should allow for the expected
losses due to counterparty default.
• Recoverables should be calculated separately
for premium and claims provisions for non-life
insurance obligations.
• It is not necessary for companies to calculate a
risk margin for reinsurance recoverables, since
the risk margin is calculated on a net basis only.
Risk margin
The risk margin should be calculated to ensure
that the technical provisions are sufficient so that
another party will be able to take over and meet
the insurance obligations.
Companies may use various methods to calculate
the risk margin, from a detailed SCR projection
to a simplified approach. The choice of method
will depend on the nature, scale and complexity
of the (re)insurer’s risks.
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Other considerations

The key changes to the technical provisions from QIS2 to QIS3 are set out
below:

Companies should also consider the
following items:
• Contract boundaries and recognition of
premiums for solvency purposes
• Unbundling of contracts between life
and non-life insurance contracts, as well
as within each of these categories
• Management actions which could
potentially affect future discretionary
benefits or premiums charged
• Tax basis (see section below)
• Obligations in different currencies
• Nature, scale and complexity of
riskswhen deciding on a valuation
method to use and
• Simplifications for items such as:
--premium and claims provisions for
non-life insurers
--surrender options
--financial options and guarantees for life
insurers
--expenses
--reinsurance recoverables
--other items as discussed in the
Technical Specifications

In general

• The government bond curve will be used for discounting
as the default option for the risk-free rate; however,
companies can use the swap curve for business which
is matched using swap-based assets. There will be
additional qualitative questions to understand how the
choice of the risk-free rate can be inked to the investment
policy of the insurer.
• No illiquidity premium adjustment is required, but
additional information is required from insurers who may
be subject to illiquidity premium.
Non-life obligations
• The Accident & Health, Agriculture, Legal and Travel
classes have been added for QIS3.
• The “MAT” class is split into Aviation, Marine, Rail and
Transport classes.
Life obligations

Segmentation
(see the
following
section)

• Risk only: Different categories are used for QIS3, namely
annuity, lump sum mortality, disability annuity and
lump sum disability. The risk only line is further split into
individual & group business.
• Other categories split into individual and fund business,
with guarantees and without guarantees.
• Investment-related insurance: Should be segmented
into guarantee and non-guarantee business.
Health
• Health insurance which is pursued on a similar technical
basis to that of life insurance (SLT Health) should be
allocated to the Life Risk only category.
• Other health insurance (Non-SLT Health) should be
allocated to the non-life “Accident and Health” category.
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Risk margin

• The loss absorbing capacity of deferred taxes in the SCR should be ignored when calculating the risk margin.

Contract boundaries
• A zero contract boundary may be assumed for immaterial business with less than a 91-day contract
boundary.
• The technical provisions for loyalty schemes/bonuses (including short term cash-back bonuses and
similar loyalty schemes on non-life insurance business) should be calculated separately from the technical
provisions of the main benefit.
• All linked investment contracts should have a zero contract boundary.
• The best estimate liability should make an allowance for variations in future renewal premiums that are
reasonably predictable and are based on reliable evidence, but should exclude any premiums in respect of
future contracts.
• Further product specific guidance has been provided in the Technical Specifications, specifically for linked
investment contracts and reinsurance contracts.
Contract
boundaries &
Recognition
of contracts/
premiums

Contract recognition
• QIS3 requirements are generally in line with the June 2013 IFRS exposure draft requirements except that an
entity shall not consider pre-cover cash flows as part of a portfolio and will be required to set up a current
liability.
Non-life – recognition of premiums
• Companies should recognise the upfront full premium when it becomes due at the policy inception date
and allow for associated claims and other future cash flows in the technical provisions.
• Premiums received in advance should be held as current liabilities.
• Extended warranties: Companies should recognise premiums at the policy’s contract inception date and
should raise the full premium as a premium provision until the cover starts.
• Contract extensions should be included in the contract boundaries.
• Specific guidance for different scenarios and how to determine the premiums recognised are provided
in the Technical Specifications.

Technical
provision
disclosures

• The following additional components of the technical provisions need to be calculated separately for
non-life insurance business only:
--Cash-back and other loyalty provisions
--Contingent commission provisions
--Other contingent payment provisions
• For non-life insurers, tax should be based on Section 28 of the Income Tax Act and the technical provisions
as calculated under SAM.
• For life insurers, the calculation of the I-E cash flow should be based on the current statutoryvaluation method (SVM), as

Tax basis

that will be the overall tax assumption for QIS3.
• Any deferred tax liabilities created by the difference between the current (SVM) basis and the SAM basis for life insurers
should have a loss absorbing capacity in the SCR.
• Additional information is required regarding the deferred tax assets and liabilities, and net policy liabilities according to
the IFRS and the SVM balance sheets.
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Segmentation

The following tables map the segmentation from QIS2 to QIS3 for non-life and life insurance respectively:
Non-Life Insurance
QIS2

QIS3
Direct Business

Miscellaneous – Health

Accident and Health

Motor – Personal Lines

Motor – Personal Lines

Motor – Commercial Lines

Motor – Commercial Lines
Aviation
Marine

Marine, Aviation and Transport

Rail
Transport

Miscellaneous – Crop

Agriculture

Engineering

Engineering

Property – Personal Lines

Property – Personal Lines

Property – Commercial Lines

Property – Commercial Lines
Liability – Motor
Liability – Aircraft
Liability – Marine

Liability – Personal Lines

Liability – Rail

Liability – Commercial Lines

Liability – Transport
Liability – Engineering

Trade Credit, Suretyship & Guarantee – Retail

Liability – Other
Trade Credit, Suretyship & Guarantee

Trade Credit, Suretyship & Guarantee – Commercial Consumer Credit
Miscellaneous – Legal Expenses
Legal
Miscellaneous – Travel

Travel

Miscellaneous – Terrorism
Miscellaneous – Warranty

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous – Other
Inwards Reinsurance – Proportional – Treaty
Same as for Direct Business
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Inwards Reinsurance – Proportional – Facultative
Marine, Aviation and Transport
Property (excluding terrorism)
Terrorism

Same as for Direct Business

Liability
Inwards Reinsurance – Proportional – Non-traditional and SPV
Not specified

Same as for Direct Business

Inwards Reinsurance (Non-Proportional – Treaty, Facultative, Non-traditional and SPV)
Marine, Aviation and Transport
Property (excluding terrorism)
Terrorism

Non-Proportional Reinsurance

Liability
Life Insurance
QIS2

QIS3
Direct Business
Risk only – Annuity - Individual

Risk only – Mortality Lump Sum – Individual
Risk only – Individual
Risk only – Contacts with only longevity & expense risk Risk only – Disability Annuity – Individual
Risk only – Disability Lump Sum - Individual
Risk only – Annuity – Group
Risk only – Mortality Lump Sum – Group
Risk only – Group
Risk only – Contacts with only longevity & expense risk Risk only – Disability Annuity – Group
Risk only – Disability Lump Sum – Group
Insurance with discretionary participation
Universal Life
Linked Policies
Investment-related Contracts
Other Life Contracts

Insurance with discretionary participation – Individual
Insurance with discretionary participation – Group
Universal Life – Individual
Universal Life – Group
Linked – Individual
Linked – Group
Investment-related Contracts – Individual
Investment-related Contracts - Group
Other Life Contracts – Guarantee
Other Life Contracts – Non-guarantee
Accepted Life Reinsurance

Risk Reinsurance
Other
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Other – Linked / Investment-related Policies
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Own funds

In general
Own funds refer to the “capital sources” of a
company and consist of basic own funds and
ancillary own funds:
• Basic own funds are defined in the marketconsistent value balance sheet as the excess
of assets over liabilities, plus subordinated
liabilities less any exclusions as set out in the
Technical Specifications.
• Ancillary own funds are off-balance sheet
capital resources that can be called upon to
absorb losses, for example letters of credit and
guarantees.

SCR

At least 50% from T1
No more than 15% from T3

MCR

Only T1 & T2 Basic Own Funds
At least 80% from T1
T3 not allowed (basic or Ancillary)

The main changes from QIS2 to QIS3 are set
out below:

Own funds are split into tiers based on their
characteristics such as loss absorbency and
permanency. For example,
Tier 1 capital represents items which are deeply
subordinated; it is undated or has a remaining
duration of at least 10 years at the valuation date
and will not cause or accelerate the insolvency of
the insurer (i.e. paid up and called up common
equity, share premium account).

Intangible assets

Tier 2 and 3 own funds rank after Tier 1.
Examples of Tier 2 and 3 own funds include
called-up ordinary share capital, own funds in
excess of amounts being used to cover related
risks in the case of restricted reserves and net
deferred tax assets. The relevant characteristics
of each tier are set out in the own funds section
of QIS3.

In addition to the deductions made to intangible
assets, the following items need to be deducted
from the basic own funds before the application
of the eligibility criteria:
• Amounts for unlisted holding company shares
(to be deducted in full)
• Listed holding company shares in excess of 5%
of assets
• Cash deposits in a related bank in excess of
10% of assets
• Own shares of the insurer

The proportion of Tier 1 items must be at least
50% of the SCR, and the amount of Tier 3 items
must be less than 15% of the SCR in order to
meet the SAM requirements.
Similarly for the MCR, only Tier 1 items and Tier
2 basic own funds items are eligible. At least
80% of the MCR should be met by Tier 1 items.
Tier 3 basic own fund items and ancillary own
funds are not eligible for the MCR (as shown in
the following diagram):

• Treated as Tier 3 own funds
• It is no longer required to hold a separate
SCR for intangible assets. Instead the value of
intangible assets is reduced by 80% for the
purposes of recognition in own funds.
Investments in Holding company shares

The deductions mentioned above only apply to
the assets held by a company which are not held
to back-linked liabilities.
Composites
A notional MCR applies in respect of each of
the life and non-life activities of a composite (re)
insurer. The basic own funds covering each of
these activities must be identified in QIS3.

There have been relatively few changes in
own funds from QIS2 to QIS3.
9
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Solvency Capital
Requirement
The Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) should correspond to the Value-at-Risk of the basic own
funds subject to a confidence level of 99.5% over a one-year period. The SCR used in QIS3 is the end
result of the standard formula and is made up of four components:
1. The Basic Solvency Capital Requirement (BSCR)
2. The adjustment for the Loss Absorbing Capacity of Deferred Taxes (Adj)
3. The capital requirement for Operational Risk (OP) and
4. The capital requirement for Strategic Participations (Participation)
The BSCR is the capital requirement figure before any adjustments are made, calculated by
aggregating the capital requirements of the three major risk modules, namely market, life
underwriting and non-life underwriting components. The overall BSCR is not merely the sum of the
individual risk modules. Rather, it is reduced to reflect the effect of diversification, i.e. not all of the
underlying risks will occur simultaneously. The risks are aggregated in such a way that the BSCR is less
than the sum of the individual risks.

The diagram below illustrates the SCR standard formula framework:
SCR

Adj

BSCR

Market

Life

OP

Participation

Non-Life

Interest Rate

Currency

Mortality

Expenses

Premium &
Reserve

Equity

Concentration

Longevity

Retrenchment

Lapse

Property

AdjSES

Disability/
Morbidity

CAT

CAT

Lapse

Non-SLT
Health

Spread &
Credit Default

Correlation matrix applied
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It is important to note that the QIS3
SCR formula is now based on the
change in the basic own funds (BOF)
compared to the QIS2 SCR formula
which was based on the change in the
net asset value (NAV).
General changes to the SCR formula include the
following:
• The intangible risk module has been removed
from the SCR calculation.
• The revision risk sub-module has been removed
from the life underwriting risk module.
• The illiquidity premium risk sub-module has
been removed from the market risk module.
• The standardised approach to calculate the
loss absorbing capacity of deferred taxes has
been removed.
• A Deferred Tax Asset can be created, though
this is limited to the amount recoverable from
the ensuing three years’ profit and other IFRS
requirements.
• If the calculation of the SCR for equity “price”
risk and property risk sub-modules (within the
market risk module) results in a negative SCR
(at an insurer and not on a product, portfolio or
line of business (LoB) level), the insurer should
replace the stress with an equal but opposite
stress. For all other negative SCRs, the insurer
should still recognise these SCRs as zero.
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Liquidity risk assessment is required for disclosure
purposes only for life insurers.
• There is now an additional explanation that
insurers should assume that the post-stressed
I – E tax on the current (SVM) basis is equal
to the pre-stressed I – E tax on the SVM basis.
This implies that there is no need to recalculate
I – E tax on the SVM basis (stemming from
the recalculation of the technical provisions to
determine the change in the BOF) following
the stressed scenarios.
• Additional guidance is provided on how to
interpret the stresses for the purposes of
determining management actions (i.e. what
proportion of the stress is assumed to be as a
result of a company-specific event versus an
industry-wide event).
• Additional emphasis is now given that
policyholder behaviour should be considered
under each best estimate and SCR stress
case. Some examples of dynamic policyholder
behaviour are also given.
• New percentages are used to determine SCR
for participations and an additional approach is
tested.
• When allowing for counterparty default on
risk mitigating contracts, exposure and riskmitigating strategies and instruments can be
grouped together. In this case the worst rating
and lowest recovery rate of any individual
exposure will apply to the whole group. The
effect is to simplify the calculation of capital
charges for risk-mitigating contracts by
reducing the level of diversification between
counterparties.
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SCR – Market risk

BSCR

Market

Life

Non-Life

Market risk arises from the level of volatility of market prices of financial instruments. Exposure to market
risk is measured by the impact of movements in the level of financial variables such as stock prices,
interest rates, real estate prices and exchange rates.
The SCR for market risk is derived by combining the SCRs for the various market risk sub-modules using
a correlation matrix. The SCR for each sub-module is taken as the impact on the basic own funds of the
risk (or shock) event within that sub-module. An allowance is made for the risk mitigating impacts as well
as the counterparty default risk within the relevant market risk sub-modules.
The following table gives a definition and high-level descriptions of the SCR methodology and the
changes from QIS2 to QIS3 for each of the market risk sub-modules:

Definition
Interest rate risk arises when the market-consistent values of assets and liabilities are sensitive to changes
in the market yield curves. This includes both the nominal and real yield curves.
Methodology

Interest rate
risk

• The SCR is taken as the sum of the curve and volatility interest rate risk charges after allowing for
diversification.
• The curve interest rate risk consists of the nominal and real interest rate risks and allows for diversification
between the two risks. The nominal and real interest rate risks are calculated according to pre-defined
upward and downward stresses to the yield curves.
• The volatility risk charge is calculated as the change in basic own funds as a result of applying a shock to
the swaption implied volatility assumptions.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• The interest rate “volatility” risk charge has been added for QIS3, and companies should disclose certain
information regarding the interest rate volatilities as set out in the Technical Specifications.
• Separate SCRs should be calculated for real and nominal interest rate risks.
• Level up- and downward shocks should be calculated for the real and nominal interest rate risks.

12
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Definition
Equity risk arises from the level or volatility of market prices for equities. Exposure to equity risk refers to all
assets and liabilities whose values are sensitive to changes in equity prices.
Methodology

Equity risk

• The SCR is taken as the sum of the price and volatility risk charges after allowing for diversification.
• The price equity risk charge is based on an instantaneous decrease in the value of equities and a
symmetric adjustment.
• The volatility risk charge is calculated as the change in basic own funds as a result of applying a shock to
the equity implied volatility assumptions.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• The equity “volatility” risk charge has been added for QIS3 and companies should disclose certain
information regarding the equity volatilities as set out in the Technical Specifications.
• The allowance for symmetric adjustment (essentially an increase in the base level shock) of -2% for Global
Equities and +4% for SA and Other Equities for QIS2 changed such that the symmetric adjustment is now
based on the QIS3 valuation date and the equity type.
Definition
Property risk arises as a result of sensitivity of assets, liabilities and financial investments to the level or
volatility of market prices of property.
Methodology

Property risk

• The SCR is calculated as the instantaneous decrease in the value of investments in real estate, taking
account of all the participant’s individual direct and indirect exposures to property prices.
• No allowance for property volatility risk is required for QIS3.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• Even though the property volatility stress should be excluded from the calculation of the SCR, additional
information should be provided on property volatility.
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Definition
Spread risk results from the sensitivity of the value of assets, liabilities and financial instruments to changes
in the level or in the volatility of credit spreads over the risk-free interest rate term structure.
Credit default risk results from potential losses due to credit default events relating to investments.
Methodology

Spread and
Credit default
risk

• The SCR for the spread risk is calculated as the sum of the SCRs for bonds, structured credit products and
credit derivatives:
--The SCRs for bonds and structured credit products are based on stressed scenarios which are defined
as instantaneous decreases in the value of the assets due to the widening of their credit spreads. For
structured credit products, a loss given default adjustment is added to the SCR calculation.
--For credit derivatives, the SCR is taken as the maximum SCRs calculated under the two pre-defined
scenarios, referring to the instantaneous widening and narrowing of credit spreads scenarios.
• The SCR for the credit default risk is calculated as the aggregate capital charge for type 1 and type
2 exposures, allowing for diversification. Exposures are categorised according to their diversification
characteristics and credit ratings.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• More granular mapping tables are provided to map from national scale credit ratings to local currency
international scale ratings.
• All bonds should be included under spread risk, compared to QIS2 where illiquid bonds were calculated
under counterparty risk and liquid bonds under spread risk.
• Spread risk factors have been updated to reflect the new credit ratings. QIS3 has also replaced the
duration in the SCR calculation with a multiplier (which is lower than the duration). The duration cap has
been set at 20 years for QIS3, compared to QIS2 where the duration cap varied by credit rating class.
• Removal of exemption for European Central Bank & European Union government backed instruments.
Definition
Currency risk arises from changes in the level or volatility of currency exchange rates.
Methodology

Currency risk

• The SCR is taken as the maximum of the SCRs calculated under the upward and downward shocks where
the shocks refer to an instantaneous rise and fall in the value of all currencies against the local currency
respectively.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• Additional guidance is provided regarding dual-listed shares.
• Increased factors for the shocked scenarios.

14
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Definition
Market concentration risk is defined as the risk of accumulation of exposures with the same counterparty.
It does not include other types of concentrations (e.g. geographical area, industry sector, etc.).
Methodology

Concentration
risk

• The SCR consists of the following three elements:
--The excess exposure which refers to the exposure per counterparty in excess of the concentration
threshold which in turn is based on the credit rating and the type of investment
--The risk concentration capital requirement per counterparty which is based on a shock event defined as
an instantaneous decrease of values in the concentrated exposure
--The aggregation of all exposures assuming no correlations
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• No significant changes

Definition
Not applicable
Methodology
Other

Not applicable
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• The illiquidity premium sub-module has been removed for QIS3 purposes.
• Policyholder behaviour should be allowed for within the calculation of most of the sub-modules where a
causal relationship exists between the investment’s volatility and the policyholder behaviour.
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SCR – Life
underwriting risk
BSCR

Market

Life

Non-Life

The life underwriting risk is the risk arising from life and health insurance obligations in relation to the
perils covered and the processes used in the conduct of business.
The SCR for the life underwriting risk is derived by combining the SCRs for the various life
underwriting risk sub-modules using a correlation matrix. The SCR for each sub-module is taken as
the impact on the basic own funds of the risk (or shock) event within that sub-module. An allowance
is made for the risk mitigation impacts as well as the counterparty default risk within the relevant life
underwriting risk sub-modules.
Life underwriting risk takes account of the uncertainty in the results of (re)insurers having regard to
existing insurance and reinsurance obligations as well as to the new business expected to be written
over the following 12 months.
Health insurance which is not pursued on a similar technical basis to that of life insurance (Non-SLT
Health) should only be included in the scope of the Non-SLT health underwriting risk and the
catastrophe (CAT) risk sub-modules. Health insurance which is pursued on a similar technical basis
to that of life insurance (SLT Health), should be excluded from the scope of the Non-SLT health
underwriting risk sub-module and should be included within the scope of the remainder of the life
underwriting risk sub-modules.
The following table gives a definition and high-level descriptions of the SCR methodology and the
changes from QIS2 to QIS3 for each of the life underwriting risk sub-modules:
Definition
Mortality risk is the risk of loss or of adverse change in the value of (re)insurance liabilities, resulting from
changes in the level, trend or volatility of mortality rates.
Methodology
Mortality risk

• The SCR is based on a pre-defined scenario which is defined as a permanent 15% increase in mortality
rates (including the best estimate assumptions for HIV and AIDS extra mortality) for each age and each
policy where the payment of benefits is affected by changes in the mortality rates.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• Additional guidance is given regarding the capital at risk (CAR) component for the simplification.
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Definition
Longevity risk is the risk of loss, or of adverse change in the value of (re)insurance liabilities, resulting from
the changes in the level, trend, or volatility of mortality rates, where a decrease in the mortality rate leads
to an increase in the value of (re)insurance liabilities.
Methodology
Longevity risk

• The SCR is based on a pre-defined scenario which is defined as a (permanent) 10% relative decrease in
mortality rates and a (permanent) absolute 1% increase in future mortality improvements for each age
and each policy where the payment of benefits is contingent on longevity risk.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• Decrease in the relative factor used for the longevity risk shock from 20% to 10%, but this is now
combined with a 1% p.a. absolute increase in future mortality improvements.
• Insurers with best estimate technical provisions exceeding R1 billion in respect of longevity business are
not required to calculate SCRs on alternative bases anymore.
• The factor in the simplified calculation is changed from 20% to 25%.
Definition
Morbidity or disability risk is the risk of loss or of adverse changes in the value of insurance liabilities,
resulting from changes in the level, trend or volatility of disability and morbidity rates as well as changes
to medical inflation relating to medical expenses insurance (applicable to legacy medical expenses
business prior to the introduction of the Medical Schemes Act).
Methodology

Disability/
Morbidity risk

• The SCR for disability risk is calculated as the sum of the SCRs for the following two items:
--Medical expense (re)insurance: The SCR is calculated as the maximum capital charge of the upward
and downward shocks where the claims inflation is shocked upwards/downwards by a pre-defined
percentage.
--Income protection and lump sum disability/morbidity (re)insurance: The SCR is based on a stressed
scenario where various assumptions are shocked simultaneously such as the disability morbidity rates
and recovery rates.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• Detailed descriptions of disability-morbidity insurance are given in the Technical Specifications.
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Definition
Lapse risk is the risk of loss or change in liabilities due to a change in the expected exercise rates of
policyholder options.
Methodology
The SCR is calculated as the maximum of three scenarios:
- Mass lapse event
Lapse risk

- Level lapse event
- Combination of the mass and the level lapse events
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3

• Additional guidance on how to identify homogeneous risk groups
• Mass lapse shock reduced from 45% to 40% for homogenous groups not defined as Group or Linked
business
• No absolute maximum of 20% for lapse downward shock
• Changes in the factors used in the mass lapse shocks
• Expenses should remain unchanged for two years following a mass lapse event
Definition
Expense risk arises from the variation in the expenses incurred in servicing insurance and reinsurance
contracts. This includes the risk arising from the variation in the growth of expenses over and above that
of inflation.
Methodology
Expense risk

• The SCR is calculated according to a pre-defined scenario whereby the future expenses and expense
inflation assumptions are shocked.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• Redefined variables for simplified calculation
• Expense inflation shock, over best estimate inflation, is now defined as the greater of:
- 2% (absolute terms) and;
- 20% increase in the best estimate inflation assumption (i.e. 20% x 6% = 1.2%)
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Definition
The life catastrophe sub-module is restricted to (re)insurance obligations which are contingent on mortality
or morbidity, i.e. where an increase in mortality or morbidity leads to an increase in technical provisions.
Methodology

CAT risk

• The SCR is derived by combining the SCRs for the mortality and the morbidity CAT risks by allowing for
diversification:
--The mortality CAT risk SCR is based on a stressed scenario which is defined as an instantaneous increase
in the rate of policyholders dying.
--The morbidity CAT risk SCR is based on a stressed scenario which is defined as an instantaneous
increase in the rate of policyholders becoming sick or disabled.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• The absolute maximum and minimum values in the morbidity CAT risk calculation have been removed for
QIS3.
Definition
Retrenchment risk is the risk of loss or of adverse changes in the value of insurance liabilities, resulting
from changes in the level, trend or volatility of retrenchment inception rates.
Methodology

Retrenchment
risk

• The SCR is based on a stressed scenario which is defined as a permanent 50% increase in retrenchment
inception rates, compared to best estimate assumptions, for each age and each policy where the
payment of benefits (either lump sum or multiple payments) is contingent on retrenchment risk.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• No significant changes
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Definition
Non-SLT health underwriting risk arises from the underwriting of health (re)insurance obligations, not
pursued on a similar technical basis to that of life insurance, in relation to the perils covered and processes
used in the conduct of business. It includes Lapse risk but not CAT risk for Non-SLT Health insurance
obligations.
Non-SLT
health
underwriting
risk

Methodology
• The SCR is derived by combining the SCRs for the Premium & Reserve risk and Lapse risk sub-modules,
assuming that the risks are independent.
• The methodologies used to calculate the SCRs for the Premium & Reserve risk and the Lapse risk
sub-modules for the Non-SLT business are similar to the methodologies used for the non-Life
underwriting risks. Please refer to the non-life underwriting risk section for further information.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• Increased standard deviation factors for premium and reserve risk for medical expenses
Definition
Not applicable
Methodology

Other

• Not applicable
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• The revision risk sub-module has been removed for QIS3 purposes.
• Policyholder behaviour should be allowed for within the calculation of most of the sub-modules where a
causal relationship exists between the investment’s volatility and the policyholder behaviour.
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SCR – Non-life
underwriting risk
BSCR

Market

Life

Non-Life

The non-life underwriting risk is the risk arising from non-life insurance obligations in relation to the perils
covered and the processes used in the conduct of business. The non-life underwriting risk takes account
of the uncertainty in the results of insurers having regard to existing insurance and reinsurance obligations
as well as to the new business expected to be written over the following 12 months.
The SCR for non-life underwriting risk is derived by combining the SCRs for the various non-life
underwriting risk sub-modules using a correlation matrix. The SCR for each sub-module is taken as the
impact on the basic own funds of the risk (or shock) event within that sub-module. An allowance is
made for the risk mitigation impacts as well as the counterparty default risk within the relevant non-life
underwriting risk sub-modules.
The following table gives a definition and high-level descriptions of the SCR methodology and the
changes from QIS2 to QIS3 for each of the non-life underwriting risk sub-modules:
Definition
Premium risk results from fluctuations in the timing, frequency and severity of insured events. For primary
insurance business, premium risk relates to policies to be written (including renewals) during the period,
and to unexpired risks on existing contracts. Premium risk includes the risk that premium provisions turn
out to be insufficient to compensate claims or need to be increased.
Reserve risk results from fluctuations in the timing and amount of claim settlements.
Premium &
Reserve risk

Methodology
• Volume measures and standard deviations (which are calibrated at a 99.5th percentile) are calculated per
risk and per line of business.
• Correlations are allowed for between the different lines of business and risk types.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• Reduction in the number of inputs for volume measures
• Changes to standard deviation factors
• No allowance for geographical diversification anymore
• Changes to correlation matrices
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Definition
Non-life insurance contracts can include policyholder options which significantly influence the obligations
arising from them. Examples for such options are options to terminate a contract before the end of
the previously agreed insurance period and options to renew contracts according to previously agreed
conditions.
Where such policyholder options are included in a non-life insurance contract, the calculation of premium
provisions is based on assumptions about the exercise rates of these options. Lapse risk is the risk that
these assumptions turn out to be wrong or need to be changed.
Lapse risk

Methodology
• The SCR is calculated as the maximum of an upward shock, downward shock and mass lapse event.
• Upward and downward shocks are based on a permanent increase/decrease in the rates of lapsation
respectively.
• The mass lapse event is based on a reduction of 50% in the assumed option take-up rates in all future
years for all policies adversely affected by such risk.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• No significant changes
Definition
CAT risk is the risk of loss or of adverse change in the value of insurance liabilities, resulting from significant
uncertainty of pricing and provisioning assumptions related to extreme or exceptional events. It stems
from extreme or irregular events that are not sufficiently captured by the SCR for premium and reserve risk.
Methodology
• The CAT risk SCR can be calculated by using either one or a combination of the standardised scenarios
and the factor-based method.
• All scenarios are South-African based, and geographical specifications are recognised where appropriate.
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3

CAT risk
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• Changes to correlation matrices
• No change in the factor-based method
• There have been no changes to the types of scenarios tested (i.e. earthquake, hail, motor CAT event) for
the standardised scenarios; however, the SCR calculations for natural and man-made CATs have changed:
--The SCR for natural CATs is now taken as the maximum of:
--The 1-in-200-year earthquake or hail eventThree 1-in-10-year events and
--The 1-in-20-year event in the same year
--In QIS2, scenarios were based on nationwide events, but event footprints were tested as alternative
scenarios. For QIS3, the SCR for natural CATs will be the maximum event retention over both types of
scenarios (nationwide events and event footprints).
--Most of the man-made CAT scenarios have been redefined.
• For certain scenarios the factors are based on initial estimates from experts, for others QIS2 factors were
used. These will be recalibrated using data requested from companies in QIS3.
QIS3 Key changes and challenges – The end is in sight

Definition
Not applicable
Methodology
Not applicable
Other

Changes from QIS2 to QIS3
• The above risks have been adjusted according to the new segmentation as discussed in the Technical
Provisions section.
• The non-life underwriting risk main workbook has been updated with the above changes. An additional
workbook has been provided to input the exposures for the natural CATs under the scenario-based
method. Both of these workbooks should be submitted to the FSB along with the QIS3 solo and/or group
returns.
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SCR – Other risks

SCR

Adj

BSCR

Operational risk
Operational risk (OP) is the risk of loss arising
from inadequate or failed internal processes,
from personnel and systems or from external
events. Operational risk should include legal risks
and exclude risks arising from strategic decisions,
as well as reputation risks. The operational risk
module is designed to address operational risks
to the extent that these have not been explicitly
covered in other risk modules.
The SCR calculation for operational risk is based
on earned premiums, technical provisions
(excluding the risk margin), expenses and the
basic SCR.
Further information pertaining to the
components of the expenses relating to unitlinked business is required for QIS3.
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OP

Participation

Loss absorbing capacity of technical
provisions and deferred taxes
The adjustment for the loss absorbing capacity
(Adj) for technical provisions and deferred taxes
reflects the potential compensation of unexpected
losses through a decrease in technical provisions
or an increase in deferred taxes.
The key changes from QIS2 to QIS3 include the
following:
• The standardised approach to calculate the
loss absorbing capacity of technical provisions
for discretionary participation business has
been removed.
• Specific guidelines are given regarding the
prevention of double counting of the loss
absorbing capacity assumed in the market risk
module. This mostly relates to discretionary
participation funds and product groups for
which the adjustment may be significant.
• If the calculation of the loss absorbing capacity
of deferred taxes results in the raising of a
deferred tax asset, insurers are now allowed to
recognise this (previously, the calculation was
limited to not creating deferred tax assets). The
maximum amount of deferred tax assets that
can be raised is limited to the amount that can
be recovered from the ensuing (i.e. after the
stressed event) three years’ profit according
to the Technical Specifications. In addition,
insurers should have regard to IFRS guidelines
when setting up a deferred tax asset.
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Participations
There are now three different methods
to allow for the risk charge for strategic
participations in the SCR as set out below:
Method 1
Account for the participations as equity,
but do not allow for diversification with
any other risk charges. (This is the original
method which was tested for QIS2 and is the
default option for QIS3.)
Method 2
For strategic (re)insurance-related
participations, the risk charge is based on
a look-through approach, whereby the risk
charge is calculated according to the own
funds and the SCR of the participation.
Where the insurer does not know the
exact values required for participations,
approximate values can be used.
Method 3
As per Method 1, but can allow for
diversification (this is only for illustration
purposes in the QIS3 Main Workbook).
Changes from QIS2 to QIS3 include the
following:
It is now made explicit that strategic
participations that do not conduct insurancerelated business (i.e. financial and credit
institutions; including banks and asset managers)
are treated as any other investment within the
relevant market risk sub-modules.
There is an additional proposed Method 2
developed by the Participations Working Group
for calculating capital requirements for strategic
participations risk. Method 2 can only be applied
to SAM-regulated entities or for entities where
SAM calculations have been completed for the
participation.
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Other strategic insurance-related participations
(for example underwriting managers or insurance
brokers) should be treated as per the default
option (i.e. Method 1).
Method 1 remains the base case to be used to
calculate the SCR, but additional information
is requested to allow Methods 2 and 3 to be
calculated.
Participations are now also included in the
market concentration risk sub-module.
This is done only to the extent that their risk
assessments do not reflect their specific risk. The
following participations are therefore excluded
from the concentration risk module:
• Any investments in financial and credit
institutions participations that are excluded
from own funds
• Any investments in (re)insurance participations
that are considered in the SCR Participation
module
There are new requirements for insurers to
disclose information regarding the value,
percentage of ownership, own funds and
the capital requirements (SCR in the case of
insurance entities) of their participations.
The following additional guidance is now given
with regard to the valuation of participations:
• Participations in subsidiaries, associates
and joint ventures should be valued using a
consistent methodology.
• All participations should be valued at fair
value (mark-to-market or mark-to-model) for
solvency purposes.
• The valuation basis must be explained in the
case of mark-to-model. Companies should
indicate the value of the participations as
currently recognised on their balance sheets.
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Ring-fenced funds, risk
mitigation and simplifications
for first-party insurance
structures
Ring-fenced funds
Generally the requirements surrounding the
definition and treatment of ring-fenced funds
have remained largely unchanged. In terms
of calculating capital requirements, rather
than testing multiple scenarios, QIS3 aims to
specify a single method in which the calculation
should be performed. However, the FSB has
commented by saying that there are still matters
to be discussed in the working group, such as
the level of diversification taken into account
between the various funds.
Some of the smaller changes include:
• Allowance for ancillary own funds in the
form of calls on capital for cells.
• SCR calculation: Companies should calculate
the SCR for the ring-fenced funds on an
undiversified and a diversified basis. The
total SCR is then calculated by reducing the
undiversified SCR calculation by the minimum
of:
--The diversification benefit between the
ring-fenced funds
--The surplus own funds where the
surplus own funds is the difference
between the own funds and the SCR
outside the ring-fenced funds).
• Further information is requested at the cell
level so that further options on the allowance
of diversification across the cells can be tested
in future.
Risk mitigation
Risk mitigation can be split into financial and
insurance risk mitigation:
• Financial risk mitigation refers to the usage
of financial instruments (such as derivatives)
that transfer risk to financial markets.
• Insurance risk mitigation refers to the usage
of reinsurance contracts or special purpose
vehicles to transfer underwriting risks.
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Overall there have only been minor changes to these
sections, which include the following:
• Recognition of financial and insurance risk
mitigation in the SCR calculation.
• Additional requirements are set out for insurance
risk mitigation regarding the following matters:
--Where the provider is an SPV
--The securitisation to non-SPV
--The lack of risk transfer and
--The funding of SPV risk exposures
Simplifications for first-party insurance structures
A fair amount of changes have been made to
this section. As before, simplifications specified in
this section should be applied if the insurer, cell
or contingency policy meets the criteria set out in
the Technical Specifications. The results from the
simplification are for information purposes only and
will not be used in the overall SCR calculation. The
changes from QIS2 to QIS3 are set out below:
Changes to the definitions of “first-party
insurance structures”
• Cell Captive Insurer: The definition is now worded
in terms of an insurer that rents out its licence to
other organisations under onerous conditions.
• First-Party Cell: The definition has been updated to
indicate that the claims are limited through the use
of a policy limitation (or similar) clause, as opposed
to the remaining funds in the cell.
• Contingency Policy or Rent-a-captive: The
definition was updated to be clearer and more
specific.
Changes to calculations
Two simplification methods are tested for QIS3:
• Method 1: New simplification method whereby
the SCR per line of business is calculated in a
similar manner as what was done for QIS2, but
the non-life underwriting risk capital charge is
calculated differently by allowing for diversification
between the various first party cell structures.
• Method 2: This was the method tested for QIS2
but with updated segmentations and a defined
split between proportional and non-proportional
reinsurance.
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Minimum Capital Requirement,
liquidity risk assessment,
internal model and user-specific
parameters
Minimum Capital Requirement

Internal model

The Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR)
increases linearly from a minimum of 25% of the
SCR to a maximum of 45% of the SCR. It is also
subject to a minimum rand value.

The SCR can be calculated using the standard
formula or using an internal model. It is
preferable (but not required) that insurers who
already use a full or partial internal model
calculate the SCR both with the standard formula
and with the internal model.

The MCR methodology has remained unchanged
from QIS2; however, minor changes have been
made in the following areas:
• Reference to the FSB’s Board Notice 169 for
the definition of operating expenses
• Updated for new non-life segmentation
• Updated factors in line with changes to the
SCR
• The floor for discretionary participation
business for life insurance.
Liquidity risk assessment
The liquidity risk assessment is a new section
introduced in the QIS, with the main purpose of
assessing the number of liquid assets available to
meet cash flows associated with an SCR event.
A liquidity shortfall is calculated by comparing
the available liquid assets with the cash flow
requirements after a stressed event. The purpose
of the liquidity shortfall is to provide the
regulator with an assessment of the shortfall of
liquid assets to meet the net cash flow of the
insurer or reinsurer, subject to a confidence level
of 99.5% over a one-year period.

There have been no significant changes to this
section from QIS2 to QIS3.
User-specific parameters
User-specific parameters (USPs) relate to
underwriting parameters which are specific to a
company. The USPs allow for a better assessment
of the underwriting risk to which an insurer may
be exposed. This, in turn, assists the FSB with
the recalibration of the corresponding industry
parameters used in the standard formula.
Insurers are not expected to supply user-specific
parameters in QIS3.
The main change in this section is the removal
of the revision risk USPs, since the revision risk
sub-module has been removed from the life
underwriting risk module.

The liquidity shortfall does not from part of the
technical provisions, MCR or SCR of the insurer.
The liquidity shortfall is only used for disclosure
purposes and has no impact on any Pillar I
capital requirements.
The liquidity shortfall calculation only applies to
life insurance companies and is not required to
be completed by non-life insurers. Furthermore,
the calculation only applies to the non-linked
assets and cash flows of the life insurers.
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Groups

The aim of the group specifications is to measure
the potential impact of introducing a group
SCR. To this end, the QIS sets out a “current”
requirement as well as two alternative group
solvency calculations:
Current requirement
The current requirement is based on the
Deduction and Aggregation (D&A) approach
which calculates the group SCR as the sum
of:
• The current CAR and solo capital resources
of the participating insurers (adjusting for
the treatment of intragroup transactions)
and
• The proportional share of each related
insurer in the group
The current FSB requirements should be
applied to South African entities whereas
local requirements should be applied to
non-South African entities.
No diversification benefit is considered under
this requirement.
First alternative
The first alternative uses the same D&A
approach; however, it calculates the group
SCR as the sum of:
• The standard formula solo SCR and solo
own funds of the participating insurers
(adjusting for the treatment of intragroup
transactions) and
• The proportional share of each related
insurer in the group
Second alternative
The second alternative is the Accounting
Consolidation (AC) approach, which is based
on the standard formula. The standard
formula for the calculation of the SCR is
applied to the consolidated assets and
liabilities of the group.
This method only allows for diversification
benefits between South African insurers and
so will only apply to South African insurance
entities within the group. All remaining
entities will be aggregated per the first
alternative above.
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The scope of the group should be determined
in line with IFRS principles, benchmarked
against the materiality concepts as set out in the
Technical Specifications. The following types of
groups are defined for QIS3:
• Category 1: Solo plus (consisting of one
insurer and one or more non-financial entities)
• Category 2: Pure insurance group (consisting
of two or more insurers, possibly also including
one or more non-financial entities)
• Category 3: Financial conglomerates
(consisting of at least one insurer and at least
one other financial entity)
For the purposes of QIS3, only category 2 and 3
groups are required to complete the calculations.
The technical specifications give further guidance
around the entities that should be included in
the scope of the group calculation.
Group calculations should be carried out at
the level of the ultimate South African holding
company, except where this holding company
is a bank. In this case, the calculations should
be carried out at the ultimate insurance holding
company.
The key changes from QIS2 to QIS3 include the
following:
• Number of group solvency alternatives reduced
to the D&A and AC approaches
• Changes such as adjustments for
intragroup transactions, exclusions from
the group solvency calculation, treatment
of non-South African insurers (OECD) and
diversification benefits made to the two
alternativeapproaches
• Guidelines on materiality and simplifications
• Companies are permitted to select their own
QIS3 reporting date as per the solo calculation
• Intragroup transactions will only relate to those
that are done within the South African group.
Where a South African insurance group forms
part of a wider international group, intragroup
transactions made to the wider group will be
regarded as third-party transactions.
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Challenges

QIS3 is a compulsory exercise for all insurers and
reinsurers, and hence there will be numerous
small companies who will carry out a QIS
exercise for the first time. Companies should plan
their timing and resources accordingly to ensure
that they meet the QIS submission deadlines
as well as to ensure that there are minimal
disruptions to their day-to-day operations.
QIS3 is an important trial run for the final
methodology, models and processes to be
adopted for the SAM regime which will
commence in January 2016. It is therefore
very important for companies to ensure that
they gather and use accurate and complete
information for QIS3.
Internal communication to stakeholders is
becoming more important. Companies should
be aware of the latest accounting and legislative
changes and what effect these changes will have
on their business.
Submissions
QIS3 needs to be completed on a solo basis as
well as on a group basis where the insurer forms
part of an insurance group. The submission
needs to be signed off by the public officer
although evidence that the Board has been
involved or has taken note of this exercise
would be preferable. Spreadsheets will be made
available in which the results of the calculations
(as described in the Technical Specifications)
must be completed.

These spreadsheets, along with the answers to
questions included in the qualitative questionnaires,
should be submitted to the FSB by latest close of
business Wednesday 30 April 2014 for individual
companies. The deadline for group submissions is
14 May 2014.
Further information
Further information can be found in the following
documents which are downloadable from the FSB’s
website (www.fsb.co.za):
• QIS3 Technical Specifications
• QIS3 Solo and Group returns
• QIS3 Solo return completion manual
• QIS3 Non-life underwriting risk workbooks (x2)
• QIS3 Non-life underwriting risk workbook
completion manual*
• QIS3 Risk-Free Rates
• Other SAM-related information
Please contact us if you have any further queries.
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*At the time of publication, some of these documents had not yet been released by the FSB as anticipated. Please refer to the FSB’s website for any new developments.
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